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Abstract: Pink noises, known similar to realistic ambient noises, are normally used to simulate the ambience where 16 
the piezoelectric energy harvesting system (PEHS) would be set up. However, pink noises with standard spectral 17 
representation can only be used for simulation on excitations that are assumed to own constant intensity, while realistic 18 
ambient noises normally come along with random spectrum and varying intensity in terms of different locations and 19 
time period. The output performance of the conventional bistable magnetic repulsive energy harvesters would be 20 
significantly affected by the intensity of ambience. Considering this, a model of bistable dual-piezoelectric-cantilever 21 
energy harvester (DPEH) is established in this paper to achieve optimal broadband energy harvesting toward varying-22 
intensity realistic circumstance. We utilized a variety of realistic ambient conditions as excitations to obtain the energy 23 
harvesting performance of DPEH for theoretical and applied study. It has been proven that the elastic-supported 24 
piezoelectric energy harvesting system (EPEHS) is more adaptive to realistic ambience with significant or medium 25 
intensity variation, while less qualified toward the realistic ambience with constant intensity than the rigid-supported 26 
piezoelectric energy harvesting system (RPEHS). Fortunately, the dual-piezoelectric-cantilever energy harvesting 27 
system (DPEHS) is superior to RPEHS under all circumstance due to the dual piezoelectric cantilevers of being 28 
efficiently utilized for electromechanical energy conversion so as to accomplish optimal energy harvesting. 29 

Keywords: Energy harvesting; Bistable oscillation; Dual-piezoelectric-cantilever; Varying-intensity; Realistic 30 
ambience 31 
 32 
 33 
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1. Introduction 36 

Piezoelectric energy harvesting systems (PEHS) has been extensively investigated in the past decades as a 37 

renewable alternative to batteries for the use of power supply for low-power electronics such as wireless sensor 38 

networks and self-sustained electronic components. The mechanism to realize this relies on a conversion from ambient 39 

vibrational energy to electrical energy due to the piezoelectric effect by piezoelectric crystals. PEHS has the 40 

advantages of high energy density, simple structures, and ease of being embedded in micro-electromechanical systems 41 

(MEMS). 1, 2 A conventional linear piezoelectric energy harvester (PEH) prototype is typically based on a cantilever 42 

attached with piezoelectric patches and a tip proof mass. The cantilever structure is utilized to incur deformation of 43 

piezoelectric ceramics for electric charge generation while the proof mass aims to decrease the inherent frequency for 44 

environmental catering, since it requires the linear PEH to be under resonance for optimal oscillations to occur. 45 

However, the frequency spectrum of ambience is with low frequency broadband, which disqualifies the linear PEH in 46 

extensive applications.3  47 

To broaden the bandwidth, many approaches like discrete arrays and frequency tuning technologies have been 48 

contributed by researchers.4, 5 Other than these methods, nonlinear PEHS appeared to realize effective broadband 49 

response. To date, researchers have exploited various approaches to introduce nonlinearity into energy harvesting for 50 

theoretical analysis and application exploration, including monostable Duffing, bistable oscillators, etc. Ramlan et al.6 51 

investigated the potential benefits of nonlinear stiffness in a monostable Duffing energy harvester. Mann and Sims7 52 

established a Duffing electromagnetic oscillator that uses magnetic levitation to realize resonance tuning. A 53 

piezoelectric electromechanical coupled Duffing oscillator was investigated by Sebald et al.8 Typical approaches to 54 

generate bistability are mainly based on magnetic attraction, magnetic repulsion, buckled beams and bistable plates. 55 

Bistable dynamics caused by magnetic attraction is revealed by Erturk et al.9 and Zhao et al.10 using a 56 

piezomagnetoelastic structure for harmonic excitation. In terms of bistable behaviors caused by magnetic repulsion, 57 

Cottone et al.11 and Ferrari et al.12 explored the performance under noise excitations which was proven to receive 58 

400%-600% enhancement compared to linear counterparts. Another bistable inertial oscillator under sweep excitations 59 

was studied by Stanton et al.13 The investigation of a bistable electromagnetic harvester that uses magnetic interactions 60 

was explored by Mann and Owens14 toward chirp excitations. As for buckled beam bistable oscillators, Cottone et 61 

al.15 investigated the buckling bistability of a preloaded piezoelectric beam. Liu et al.16 exhibited a buckled spring-62 

mass architecture to observe performance under chirp and band-limited noise excitations. An M-shaped structure 63 



proposed by Leadenham et al.17 paid attention to energy harvesting enhancement under low vibration levels. Other 64 

than aforementioned bistable studies, a bistable plate was introduced by Arrieta et al.18 for broadband nonlinear energy 65 

harvesting. 66 

Among current nonlinear oscillator investigations6-22, bistable dynamics caused by magnetic repulsion has been 67 

attracting lots of interests. A conventional bistable magnetic repulsive PEH is composed of a piezoelectric cantilever 68 

with an internal magnet fixed to its free end and an external rigid-supported repulsive magnet, which contributes in 69 

forming two wells for bistable oscillations.23 With respect to vibration source, filtered Gaussian noises or pink noises 70 

are normally used to simulate the ambience where the PEH would be set up.24, 25 Those types of noises have common 71 

low-frequency features which makes them proper candidates to simulate the ambient noises. Rather than filtered 72 

Gaussian noises, pink noises, whose power spectral density (PSD) is inversely proportional to frequency, are known 73 

more similar to realistic ambient noises, since this feature can also be generally found in ambient signals.26-28 However, 74 

pink noises with standard spectral representation can only be used for simulation on excitations that are assumed to 75 

own constant intensity, while realistic ambient noises normally come along with random spectrum and varying 76 

intensity in terms of different locations and time period.  77 

Unfortunately, the output performance of the conventional bistable magnetic repulsive energy harvesters would 78 

be significantly affected by the intensity of ambience. Insufficient intensity may lead to weak oscillations limited in 79 

either well instead of bistable transition oscillations between two wells, which would eventually result in lack of 80 

adequate energy harvesting. To overcome this defect of the conventional rigid-supported piezoelectric energy 81 

harvester (RPEH), an elastic-supported model has been established in our previous work to guarantee persistent 82 

bistable oscillations toward varying-intensity excitation conditions.25, 29 One typical approach to realize this elastic-83 

supported model is to have the external magnet supported by a cantilever. Under such circumstances, it would not be 84 

difficult to come up with a proposal that is to deposit piezoelectric ceramic films (PZT) onto the external cantilever 85 

for valid electromechanical energy conversion as well. Therefore, a model of dual-piezoelectric-cantilever energy 86 

harvester (DPEH) is established in this paper to achieve optimal broadband energy harvesting toward varying-intensity 87 

realistic circumstance. It has already been proven in our previous work that the elastic-supported piezoelectric energy 88 

harvester (EPEH) is adaptive to filtered Gaussian noises or pink noises with variable intensity.25 Based on this, in this 89 

paper we are inclined to go through a variety of realistic ambient conditions to be used as excitations to observe the 90 

energy harvesting performance of DPEHS for theoretical and applied study.  91 



2. Mechanisms 92 

The schematic of DPEH is exhibited in Fig. 1. The model is composed of two piezoelectric cantilevers aligned 93 

along Y and Z axis with two permanent magnets (A and B) attached to their free ends facing each other in a repulsive 94 

position, which contributes in forming two wells for each piezoelectric cantilever so as to perform dual-bistable 95 

function. Each piezoelectric cantilever specifically demands a metal substrate partially sandwiched between a pair of 96 

serial piezoelectric patches which would play roles of electric charge generation during oscillation process. The 97 

established model presents functionality by transferring ambient mechanical excitations applied on a base where the 98 

two piezoelectric cantilevers are rooted in along Z axis into electrical output due to deformation of piezoelectric 99 

ceramics via piezoelectric effect. Compared to a conventional rigid-supported model, the benefit of having the external 100 

magnet elastically supported by a piezoelectric cantilever is to get higher transition probability, which is due to the 101 

dual-bistability with varying potential functions.25 It should be noted that the gravity direction is along X axis thus the 102 

gravity effect can be ignored.  103 

 104 

 105 
FIG. 1. Schematic of DPEH. 106 
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 107 
FIG. 2. Equivalent model of DPEH. 108 



As for lumped system analysis, an equivalent mass-spring-damper model could be derived, as shown in Fig. 2, 109 

with corresponding dynamic equations: 110 

𝑘"𝑃 𝑡 + 𝜃𝑉" 𝑡 + 𝐹) = 𝑀"𝑍" 𝑡 + 𝜂"𝑍" 𝑡 + 𝐾"𝑍"(𝑡)                                        (1a) 111 

𝑘1𝑃 𝑡 + 𝜃𝑉1 𝑡 − 𝐹) = 𝑀1𝑍1 𝑡 + 𝜂1𝑍1 𝑡 + 𝐾1𝑍1(𝑡)                                        (1b) 112 

where 𝑀, 𝐾, and 𝜂, respectively, represent the equivalent mass, equivalent stiffness, and equivalent damping;	  𝜃 is the 113 

electromechanical coupling coefficient of PZT;	  𝑘 is the amplitude correction factor in lumped parameter models;	  𝑃(𝑡) 114 

represents the ambient vibrations during a period of time 𝑡  ;	  𝐹)  is the vertical component of magnetic repulsive 115 

force	  𝐹;	  𝑍(𝑡) represents the vertical displacement of the corresponding magnet; and 𝑉(𝑡) is the output voltage of PZT. 116 

𝑎 and	  𝑏, respectively, represent the internal (left) and external (right) part of the system while applying for all relevant 117 

symbol subscripts in the text.30-33  118 

On the basis of Kirchhoff's first law, the equations of acquisition circuit are described by 33 119 

	  𝜃𝑍" 𝑡 + 6
7
𝐶"𝑉" 𝑡 + 9: ;

<
= 0                                                           (2a) 120 

	  𝜃𝑍1 𝑡 + 6
7
𝐶1𝑉1 𝑡 + 9> ;

<
= 0                                                          (2b) 121 

where 𝑅 is the resistive load and 𝐶 is the coupling capacitance. 𝑍(𝑡) and 𝑉(𝑡) can be derived from Eqs. (1) and (2) 122 

using the Runge-Kutta method.34-36 123 

The magnetic force is demonstrated using the vector differentiation approach.11, 37 Under assumed boundary 124 

conditions, magnets A and B can be simplified, respectively, as dipoles A and B. The magnetic induction generated 125 

by dipole B at the location of dipole A is given by 126 

𝑩AB = − CD
EF
𝛁𝒎I∙𝒓

LM
                                                                       (3) 127 

where 𝒎A is the magnetic moment of dipole B, and 𝒓 is the vector from the center of magnetic dipole B to the center 128 

of dipole A.  129 

The magnetic potential energy and force exerted by dipole B on dipole A can be defined as follows: 130 

𝑈B = −𝑩AB ∙ 𝒎B                                                                       (4) 131 

𝑭 = −𝛁𝑈B = − CD
EF
𝛁 𝛁𝒎I∙𝒓

LM
	   ∙ 𝒎B                                                    (5) 132 

where 𝒎B is the magnetic moment of dipole A.  133 

Using the following gradient functions:  134 
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     𝛁 𝝂6 ∙ 𝒓 =
𝜕/𝜕𝑥
𝜕/𝜕𝑦
𝜕/𝜕𝑧

𝝂6 ∙ 𝒓 =
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𝜕/𝜕𝑦 𝑥6𝑥 + 𝑦6𝑦 + 𝑧6𝑧
𝜕/𝜕𝑧 𝑥6𝑥 + 𝑦6𝑦 + 𝑧6𝑧

=
𝑥6
𝑦6
𝑧6

= 𝝂6                          (7) 136 

where 𝝂6 is a certain vector, Eq. (5) can be simplified as follows: 137 

	  𝑭 = \CD]^]I
EFL_

𝒓 𝒎B ∙ 𝒎A +𝒎A 𝒎B ∙ 𝒓 + 𝒎B 𝒎A ∙ 𝒓 − 5𝒓 𝒎B ∙ 𝒓 𝒎A ∙ 𝒓                     (8) 138 

where 𝒓, 	  𝒎B , and 𝒎A, respectively, represent the unit vectors along the direction of 𝒓, 𝒎B, and 𝒎A, while 𝑟,	  𝑚B, 139 

and 𝑚A, respectively, represent the corresponding length.  140 

In terms of our dual-piezoelectric-cantilever model, the vertical component of the magnetic force varies with the 141 

vertical displacements and the relative position of the two magnets, as shown in Figs 1 and 3, which is given by 142 

𝐹) =
\CD]^]I

EFL_
cos 𝜃 − 5 cos 𝛼 cos 𝛽 cos 𝛿 + cos 𝛼 sin 𝛾 + cos 𝛽 sin 𝜑                           (9) 143 

where 𝛼 is the angle between 𝒎B and 𝒓, 𝛽 is the angle between 𝒎A and 𝒓, 𝜃 is the angle between 𝒎B and 𝒎A, 𝜑 is 144 

the angle between 𝒎B and the horizontal direction, 𝛾 is the angle between 𝒎A and the horizontal direction, 𝛿 is the 145 

angle between 𝒓 and the vertical direction, as shown in Fig. 3. 𝒎B and 𝒎A are respectively given by 𝑚B = 𝑀B𝑉B and 146 

𝑚A = 𝑀A𝑉A , where 	  𝑀B  and 𝑀A , respectively, represent the magnetization of the two magnets; 𝑉B  and 𝑉A , 147 

respectively, represent the volume of the two magnets; 𝑀B can be estimated as 𝑀B = 𝐵L/𝜇n;	  𝑀B = 𝑀A, and 𝑉B = 𝑉A; 148 

𝐵L is the residual flux density of the permanent magnets, and 𝜇n is the permeability of vacuum. 149 

Meanwhile, we can derive the magnetic potential energy expression of 𝑈B: 150 

𝑈B =
𝜇n𝑚B𝑚A

4𝜋𝑟\
𝒎B ∙ 𝒎A − 3 𝒎B ∙ 𝒓 𝒎A ∙ 𝒓  151 

= CD]^]I
EFLM

cos 𝜃 − 3 cos 𝛼 cos 𝛽                                                                 (10) 152 

Without consideration of gravity, the potential energy of the internal (left) part of the system, including the 153 

elastic potential energy and the magnetic potential energy, is given by 154 

𝑈" 𝑍", 𝑍1 = 𝑈s: 𝑍" + 𝑈B 𝑍", 𝑍1  155 

= 6
7
𝐾"𝑍"7 +

CD]^]I
EFLM

cos 𝜃 − 3 cos 𝛼 cos 𝛽                           (11) 156 

The dependence of the potential energy in the internal (left) part of DPEHS (𝑈") on the vertical displacements 157 

of both magnets (𝑍" and 𝑍1) with certain parameters is shown in Fig. 4 for general comprehension. Apparently as 158 



shown, different from the situation in RPEHS (𝑍1 = 0), 𝑈" in DPEHS has varying potential wells along with the 159 

variation of 𝑍1 , which would change randomly during oscillation process. This property of DPEHS would help 160 

provide higher transition probability to guarantee bistable performance.  161 

 162 
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FIG. 3. Geometries of the two magnetic dipoles. 164 

 165 
FIG. 4. Variation trend of the potential energy in the internal (left) part of DPEHS. 166 

3. Power output performance 167 

A DPEH device was fabricated using the parameters in Tables 1 and 2 for experimental analysis, as shown in 168 

Fig. 5. Two layers of piezoelectric ceramics (type PZT-5A) with same thickness are deposited in the same direction 169 

of polarization while closely adhered to each intermediate electrode layer (i.e. cantilever substrate). The material of 170 

the intermediate electrode layer is brass. Wires were soldered upon the PZT surfaces for voltage output realization. 171 

The internal piezoelectric cantilever has a permanent magnet (A) (type N35), fixed to its free end while its root is 172 

fixed to Base 1. Meanwhile, Base 1 is fixed to the bottom plate of the device (i.e. Base 2), through which the entire 173 
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energy converter receives excitations. The external piezoelectric cantilever has a permanent magnet (B) fixed to its 174 

free end while its root is fixed to Base 3, which is capable of moving horizontally along the length direction of the 175 

cantilever beams and Base 2 for adjustment of magnetic interval (d). The piezoelectric cantilever planes are parallel 176 

to Base 2 plane. Furthermore, in order to satisfy the assumption mentioned in Section II of not considering the magnets’ 177 

gravity effect on the static deformation of the piezoelectric cantilever beams, the planes of the two cantilevers and 178 

Base 2 are deposited perpendicularly to the ground, while the exciter vibrates Base 2 along a direction parallel to the 179 

ground. 180 

 The schematic of the experimental test system is shown in Fig. 6, which is mainly composed of an arbitrary 181 

waveform generator (AWG), a power amplifier, an exciter, a DPEH, a laser doppler vibrometer (LDV), data 182 

acquisition system (DAQ), and a computer.33, 38 In the experiment, a variety of realistic ambient noise recordings 183 

supplied by a professional sound effects library (McKinney Sound) were reproduced by the signal generator to imitate 184 

corresponding ambient conditions. Noise excitation signals acted on the energy converter through the power amplifier 185 

and the exciter, leading to vibrations of the piezoelectric cantilevers. Displacement and voltage output was respectively 186 

measured via LDV and DAQ then consequently transferred into a computer for analysis. 187 

 188 
FIG. 5. Experimental setup. 189 



 190 
FIG. 6. Schematic of the experimental test system. 191 

For ease of comparison, we categorized all types of ambient noises by the percentage of noise intensity variation, 192 

which is specifically represented in this paper by the percentage of sound pressure level variation of the realistic 193 

ambient noise recordings. Sound pressure level (SPL) is a logarithmic measure of the effective pressure of a sound 194 

relative to a reference value.39, 40 It reflects the intensity of a sound because of the proportionality to frequency and 195 

amplitude. Given this, SPL variation is used hereafter as an indicator of the noise intensity variation in the following 196 

discussion. It should be noted that SPL variation is calculated in this paper using the maximum and the baseline value 197 

of SPL. A-weighting is adopted in this paper for the SPL measurement of the realistic ambient noise recordings. A-198 

weighting is the most commonly used curve defined in the International standard IEC 61672:2003 and various national 199 

standards relating to the measurement of sound pressure level.41, 42 In this paper, the calculation of A-weighting SPL 200 

is based on a calibrated 94dB pure tone with 1000 Hz.  201 

According to Ref. 31-33 and Ref. 43, a set of fixed parameters including material properties (see Table 1) and 202 

geometries (see Table 2) were chosen for analysis. It should be noted that the length (𝑙u), width (𝑤u) and thickness 203 

(𝑡u) of the internal and external piezoelectric film are respectively the same. The rms output voltage of the two 204 

piezoelectric beams (	  𝑉"_xyz, 	  𝑉1_xyz ) is a suitable indicator of the power deliverable to the purely resistive load	  𝑅.12, 205 
23 The rms output voltage of the entire system is followed by 𝑉xyz = 𝑉"_xyz + 	  𝑉1_xyz. The average electrical power 206 

produced by the piezoelectric oscillators is calculated by the formula	  𝑃{|} = 𝑉xyz7/𝑅.13, 21 We observed the variation 207 

of average electrical power (𝑃{|}) with respect to the intensity variation of the vibration input, the interval of the two 208 

magnets (d), and the length of the external cantilever (𝑙1). Note that adjustment of 𝑙1 equals to adjustment of the 209 



external magnet’s support state.25 The less that 𝑙1 is, the closer the external magnet is to rigid-supported state. When 210 

𝑙1 = 0, the entire system can be seen as rigid-supported. In contrast, the greater that 𝑙1 is, the closer the system is to 211 

elastic-supported state. The optimal values of model parameters of 𝑙1 and d are recommended by observing the energy 212 

harvesting performance under pink noise, whose noise intensity is determined by the maximum noise intensity of the 213 

assigned realistic noise. The reason why we select this method to estimate optimal parameters is that the energy 214 

harvesting convertors should be designed to make more use of high-intensity conditions in specific ambient areas. 215 

Other than considering this, the noise intensity baseline and noise intensity variation of specific ambient noises are 216 

assumed to be relatively constant toward given time.  217 

Table 1. Material properties for DPEHS. 218 
Parameter (Symbol) Value 
Elasticity modulus of cantilever substrate (𝐸", 𝐸1)  100 GPa 
Elasticity modulus of piezoelectric ceramic (𝐸u)  66 GPa 
Density of cantilever substrate (𝜌", 𝜌1)  7165 kg ∙ m�\ 
Density of piezoelectric ceramic (𝜌u) 7800 kg ∙ m�\ 
Density of permanent magnet (𝜌B, 𝜌A)  7500 kg ∙ m�\ 
Permeability of vacuum (𝜇n)  4π×10�� N ∙ A�7 
Residual flux density (𝐵L)  1.25 T 
Piezoelectric constant (𝑑\6)  -190 pC ∙ N�6 
Relative permittivity (𝜀\6) 1500 
Vacuum permittivity (𝜀n)  8.854 pF ∙ m�6 

Table 2. Geometries for DPEHS. 219 
Parameter (Symbol) Value /mm 
Length of internal cantilever substrate (𝑙") 60 
Length of piezoelectric film (𝑙u) 15 
Thickness of permanent magnet (𝑙B, 𝑙A)  5 
Width of cantilever substrate (𝑤", 𝑤1) 10 
Width of piezoelectric film (𝑤u) 8 
Width of permanent magnet (𝑤B, 𝑤A) 10 
Thickness of cantilever substrate (𝑡", 𝑡1) 0.3 
Thickness of piezoelectric film (𝑡u) 0.27 
Height of permanent magnet (ℎB, ℎA) 8 

 220 

According to the percentage of intensity variation, the realistic ambient noise recordings are categorized into 221 

three main groups: Significant-Variation Group, Medium-Variation Group and Constancy Group. To begin with, 222 

significant noise intensity variation can be normally caused by transportation such as cars, buses, motorcycles or trains 223 

when passing by certain spots. Thus, we analyzed using those type of noises and exhibit the performance under the 224 



most representative two noise recordings to summarize general regulations, as shown in Table 3. Corresponding SPL 225 

graphs of the realistic ambient noise recordings are attached for better comprehension. In each graph, there exists three 226 

SPL curves, respectively, drew upon calculations in time domain (blue), frequency domain (red) and using A-227 

weighting method (green) 41, 42. As has been mentioned above that A-weighting is the most commonly used curve for 228 

SPL measurement, hereafter we will be using A-weighting SPL values for analysis. One noise recording in Table 3 is 229 

from the town traffic at night and the other one is from the main road traffic. The common part of those two noises is 230 

that the background noises are faint enough to guarantee high intensity variation.  231 

The output performance of DPEHS is illustrated by the phase diagram and the percentage of output power 232 

variation (Δ𝑃{|}) compared to RPEHS.25 For each specific case, the optimal values of model parameters of 𝑙1 and d 233 

are assigned according to the estimation method clarified above. As apparently shown in the phase diagrams of Table 234 

3, biastable oscillation phenomenon would be more easily to occur in DPEHS during the significant intensity variation 235 

process, while RPEHS spent most of the time on weak oscillations in one well, which verified the superiority of dual-236 

bistability with varying potential functions in transition probability enhance. On the other hand, when it comes to 237 

Δ𝑃{|}, it has to be noticed in advance that since DPEHS has one more pair of piezoelectric patches than RPEHS, as a 238 

control, we launched another indicator of Δ𝑃{|} between EPEHS and RPEHS, two of which have the same amount of 239 

piezoelectric films. Thanks to more frequent biastable oscillation phenomenon, both EPEHS and DPEHS are superior 240 

to RPEHS, which demonstrated that the EPEHS is more adaptive to realistic ambience with significant intensity 241 

variation than RPEHS, while DPEHS making the most of the dual piezoelectric cantilevers as electromechanical 242 

energy conversion to accomplish optimal energy harvesting. It should also be clarified that even though the intensity 243 

variation of two noise recordings are the same, the value of  Δ𝑃{|} might be different, since the intensity variation we 244 

discussed is the difference between the maximum and the baseline value of intensity, while nevertheless, all the other 245 

information carried by the noise, such as intensity varying performance, might be extremely different. Under such 246 

circumstance, no trend of the value of  Δ𝑃{|} could be certainly followed among different noise recordings. It would 247 

be only used as an indicator for superiority validation under exact same conditions. 248 

 249 
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 251 

 252 
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Table 3. Output performance toward realistic ambience with significant intensity variation. 253 
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 254 

Actually not all ambience has drastic intensity variation like the first group does. Most of the other realistic 255 

ambient noises belong to Medium-Variation Group. Those noises can be further classified according to locations 256 

including but not limited to: a) Interior of vehicles, such as cars or buses driving under variable road conditions; b) 257 

Busy outdoor public places, such as city streets or town squares with traffic and pedestrians around; c) Noisy indoor 258 

public places, such as departure/arrival halls in airports or shopping malls; d) Noisy areas near machines, such as 259 

baggage reclaims in airports or construction sites in streets. We analyzed using those type of noises and exhibit the 260 

performance under the most representative four noise recordings to summarize general regulations, as shown in Table 261 

4. It can be realized that same as the first group, both EPEHS and DPEHS are superior to RPEHS, which could still 262 

not overcome the limit of single-well oscillations. Therefore, it is illustrated that EPEHS is more adaptive to realistic 263 

ambience with medium intensity variation than RPEHS, while DPEHS making the most of the dual piezoelectric 264 

cantilevers as electromechanical energy conversion to accomplish optimal energy harvesting. 265 
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Table 4. Output performance toward realistic ambience with medium intensity variation. 272 
Input Output 

Description SPL Graph 
Intensity 
Variation 

/% 
RPEHS DPEHS 

Δ𝑃{|} /% 

EPEHS DPEHS 

Bus Interior, 
New York 

City 

 

34.9 

  

95.0 1463.2 

Traffic and 
Pedestrians, 
New York 

City 

 

13.3 

  

25.2 615.3 

Arrivals 
Hall, Airport 

Heathrow 

 

11.4 

  

27.6 623.9 

Baggage 
Reclaim, 

Airport La 
Rochelle 

 

9.8 

  

119.2 601.1 

 273 

        There are also a kind of ambient noises which are consist of relatively constant intensity components. Those 274 

noises are known caused by some major excitations with constant spectrum and intensity while in the meantime rarely 275 

being influenced by any other excitations. In terms of Constancy Group, we focus on areas like aircraft interior or 276 

plant ambience, which could also be simply acknowledged as background noise ambience. We analyzed using those 277 

type of noises and exhibit the performance under the most representative two noise recordings to summarize general 278 

regulations, as shown in Table 5. It should be noted that different from the situations of the other two groups discussed 279 

above, EPEHS received lower output power than RPEHS in this one for the latter managed to accomplish bistable 280 

oscillations. It is revealed from such phenomenon that EPEHS is less qualified in the realistic ambience with constant 281 

intensity than RPEHS. Fortunately, DPEHS is still superior to RPEHS due to the dual piezoelectric cantilevers of 282 

being efficiently utilized for electromechanical energy conversion so as to accomplish optimal energy harvesting. 283 
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Table 5. Output performance toward realistic ambience with constant intensity. 284 
Input Output 

Description SPL Graph 
Intensity 
Variation 

/% 
RPEHS DPEHS 

Δ𝑃{|} /% 

EPEHS DPEHS 

Aircraft 
Boeing 
737-800 
Interior  

 

3.9 

  

-35.2 160.5 

Heavy 
Constant 
Industry 

Roar 

 

1.9 

  

-22.2 274.8 

 285 

4. Conclusion 286 

Even though pink noises are known similar to realistic ambient noises, they could only be used for simulation on 287 

excitations that are assumed to own constant intensity. Nevertheless, realistic ambient noises normally come along 288 

with random spectrum and varying intensity in terms of different locations and time period. Unfortunately, the power 289 

performance of the conventional bistable magnetic repulsion harvesters would be significantly affected by the intensity 290 

of ambience. Considering this, a model of bistable DPEH is established in this paper to achieve optimal broadband 291 

energy harvesting toward varying-intensity realistic circumstance. Since it has already been proven in our previous 292 

work that EPEHS is adaptive to filtered Gaussian noises or pink noises with variable intensity, in this paper, we utilized 293 

a variety of realistic ambient conditions as excitations to obtain the energy harvesting performance of DPEHS for 294 

theoretical and applied study. It has been verified that EPEHS is more adaptive to realistic ambience with significant 295 

or medium intensity variation, while less qualified toward the realistic ambience with constant intensity than RPEHS. 296 

Fortunately, DPEHS are superior to RPEHS under all circumstance due to the dual piezoelectric cantilevers of being 297 

efficiently utilized for electromechanical energy conversion so as to accomplish optimal energy harvesting. 298 
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